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OVERLAP: BAIL, VCRS, AND REPEAT OFFENSES 

CONTEXT 

 

NOTE: data in chart above represents defendants with two or more pending dockets. Note a docket may include multiple 
counts. As noted above, the 3,485 people with 12,688 pending dockets are those defendants with two or more pending 
dockets. Meaning of the 21,619 pending criminal dockets – 12,688 relate to 3,485 persons. As such, nearly 60% of pending 
cases are persons alleged to have committed repeated criminal conduct.  

NOTE: data in chart below is snapshot of top 20 persons with multiple pending dockets (pending dockets are in the column on 
the right and represent a total of 558 dockets amongst 20 persons). 
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Broader Data Context: Of the 21,619 pending criminal cases (as of 12/10/23): 
 

• Misdemeanors: 14,772 (note VT is one of the only states where the misdemeanor cut-off is the 2-year penalty, most 
states have the 1-year cut-off). 

• Felonies: 6,748 (83 pending murder cases, including attempt). 
• Retail theft: 1,596 pending “retail” dockets. See below for all the pending dockets that include “retail” in the literal 

charge. Note, as with any filed information, a docket may have multiple counts, meaning that there may be many more 
counts of retail theft (e.g., you could have a 5-count information with 5 counts of retail theft in a single docket/case). 
Likely most retail theft cases are charged as a misdemeanor.  

• Failure to Appear Arrest Warrants (FTA Aws): 5,023 (1/1/23-12/29/23). 
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SAS NOTES CONCERNING BAIL 

➢ Concerning bail, there is a range of views on the current use and future of cash bail within Vermont’s criminal justice 
system.1  
 

➢ While the opinions amongst individual State’s Attorneys may vary, the Executive Committee of State’s Attorneys and 
the Office of the Executive Director of the Department of State’s Attorneys and Sheriffs does not support removal of 
cash bail.2  
 

➢ We hear over and over from the public that it’s the “revolving door” of the courthouse. There is often confusion among 
community members concerning how and what bail is really for. It is not unusual (especially lately) to have a 
defendant rack up 10+ charges with many VCRS and “failures to appear” in court. We have seen an increase in cycles 
of noncompliance when defendants repeatedly violate conditions, FTA, commit new crimes, are arrested on a 
warrant, and are then released again on conditions with no bail.  
 

➢ It is important to remember that while the prosecutor may request bail, it is the Court that imposes bail—and Courts 
may impose bail, or conditions, even without a request from the State.  Cash bail remains a needed judicial tool to 
mitigate risk of flight from prosecution in those circumstances where conditions of release are unable to mitigate risk 
of flight.  
 

➢ The risk of flight from prosecution analysis is especially important in the midst of the details of each case (including 
certain misdemeanors, e.g. domestic assault, repeated VCRS and VCRS attached to serious conduct [curfew, driving 
with multiple pending DUIs and prior convictions, contact with victims, violation of responsible adult conditions], 
violation of abuse prevention orders, or reckless endangerment, amongst others) where the consequences of a 
conviction, or many pending dockets, may increase the motivation of a person to avoid accountability and the court 
process.  
 

➢ The Department of State’s Attorneys and Sheriffs appreciates efforts to ensure cases wherein an individual is held are 
promptly adjudicated and sufficiently prioritized within the judicial system.  
 
 

 
1 See link here: 2023 Vermont Sentencing Commission Report on Whether to Eliminate Cash Bail.  
2 See link here: 2023 Source: 2023 SAS Testimony on S.27. Further, Executive Committee of State’s Attorneys and the Office of the Executive Director of 
the Department of State’s Attorneys and Sheriffs believes that the Vermont Constitution would need to be amended to remove cash bail.  

 

https://legislature.vermont.gov/assets/Legislative-Reports/Act-46-Sec-32-Sentencing-Commission-Report-1.pdf
https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/WorkGroups/Senate%20Judiciary/Bills/S.27/Witness%20Documents/S.27~Rory%20Thibeault~Testimony%20from%20the%20State's%20Attorney~2-16-2023.pdf
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NOTE ON POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS: The Executive Committee of State’s Attorneys and the Office of the Executive Director of 
the Department of State’s Attorneys and Sheriffs submitted suggested changes to the bail statute in November 2023 to both 
the House Committee on Judiciary and Senate Committee on Judiciary (see end of this document). See also H.581, 
introduced Jan. 2024, which includes some of the changes suggested by SAS. 

 

https://legislature.vermont.gov/bill/status/2024/H.581
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BAIL/VCRS: COMMUNTIY EXPECTATIONS V. REALITY 
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DOC DETAINEE SNAPSHOT DATA 

 

➢ The chart above reflects DOC “Current Detainees”  as of 1/3/2024 at 8:48am. 17 people were detained on less than 
$1,000 bail. These may entail misdemeanor or felony offenses. 221 were held on HWOB (“held without bail,” which is 
limited to serious felony offenses, and only maintained after an evidentiary hearing.).  
 

➢ DOC would like to stress that this is only a snapshot3 of who at an exact point in time was detained in Vermont 
correctional facilities with a corresponding bail amount (or held without bail/with stipulations). This means the 
individuals incarcerated with a bail amount in this table have not yet paid their bail as of 8:48am on 1/3/2024 (but very 
well might etc.). Other prior snapshot data is provided below from September 2023 and February 2023.   

 

 
3 The data available does not delineate between when bail was imposed during the course of a case – whether imposed at arraignment or subsequently, 
and does not capture circumstances where bail was posted and then a higher bail amount was set based on non-appearance or where bail was set and 
then posted and the person was released outside the time period captured by the snapshot. 
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(Data Source: DOC snapshot from 2/14/23 was presented to SJC in February 2023 during the course of S.27 testimony from SAS). 

➢ The table above, from February 2023: 176 of 445 individuals from this data set were held for lack of bail. 233 are noted 
as held without bail (which is limited to serious felony offenses, and only maintained after an evidentiary hearing). The 
other 36 individuals held with 0 bail are attributable to lack of a responsible adult or other circumstances not involving 
setting of cash bail by a court.  In summary, there was a total of 3 women and 16 men on bail in amounts less than 
$1,000 as of February 14, 2023. These may entail misdemeanor or felony offenses.  

 

(Source: 2023 SAS Testimony on S.27) 

https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/WorkGroups/Senate%20Judiciary/Bills/S.27/Witness%20Documents/S.27~Rory%20Thibeault~Testimony%20from%20the%20State's%20Attorney~2-16-2023.pdf
https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/WorkGroups/Senate%20Judiciary/Bills/S.27/Witness%20Documents/S.27~Rory%20Thibeault~Testimony%20from%20the%20State's%20Attorney~2-16-2023.pdf
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➢ The December 31, 2022, DOC snapshot (above and below) indicates that 34 individuals were held on misdemeanors, 
which constituted 0.3% of the total number – signifying a very small percentage of total cases, even if the total number 
for the year is greater versus that moment in time.  
 

➢ The number of those detained almost certainly changes daily – as multiple individuals are apprehended on warrants 
each day and may be held overnight or count toward the population and be released the next day. Others will post bail 
after a period of time or resolve their cases. 

 

 

(Source: 2023 SAS Testimony on S.27) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/WorkGroups/Senate%20Judiciary/Bills/S.27/Witness%20Documents/S.27~Rory%20Thibeault~Testimony%20from%20the%20State's%20Attorney~2-16-2023.pdf
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CASH BAIL, SELECTED SAS FIELD NOTES 

➢ The “heat of the moment” after a domestic dispute (which are overwhelmingly misdemeanor cases) judges may conclude that the 
person is a flight risk given that they’re removed from their home and their closest personal relationship is disrupted.  

 
➢ In practice, bail is requested more sparingly in misdemeanor cases, and judges frequently do not impose or maintain bail even if 

requested. This includes situations where a person has repeatedly refused to come to court proceedings, including for 
arraignment, jury trials, jury draws, change of plea events, motion hearings, and status conferences etc. When individuals do not 
appear it grinds the system to a halt and impairs a delicate and already painfully slow process.  
 

➢ Bail can motivate individuals and counsel to be creative in mitigating risk of flight, for example, applying to residential treatment or 
engaging in services they previously declined. Some judges strike bail to allow attendance at Valley Vista or because they secure a 
new residence/housing. Judges respond favorably to changes in circumstance and usually want to strike bail or get the parties to 
discuss resolution of the case. In most misdemeanor cases where bail has been requested by arrest warrant, once the person 
appears, the bail is again struck.  
 

➢ State’s Attorneys frequently have out-of-state defendants charged with serious offenses, and if Courts do not have a way to 
assure their appearance then they can just stay out of Vermont and never face responsibility. Bail is a tool in the judicial toolbox 
and the less tools we have, the less effective we are at our jobs.  
 

➢ We hear over and over from the public that it’s the “revolving door” of the courthouse. There is often confusion among community 
members concerning how and what bail is really for. It is not unusual (especially lately) to have a defendant rack up 10+ charges 
with many VCRS and “failures to appear” in court.  
 

➢ We have seen an increase in cycles of noncompliance when defendants repeatedly violate conditions, FTA, commit new crimes, 
are arrested on a warrant, and are then released again on conditions with no bail.  
 

EVENTS/PROCEEDINGS WHERE CASH BAIL MAY BE IMPOSED IN VERMONT4 

➢ Arrest without warrant – VRCrP 3(k) & 5(b), 13 VSA § 7551(b), 13 VSA § 7559(b); 
 

➢ Issuance of an arrest warrant upon application by a prosecutor – VRCrP 4, 13 VSA § 7551(b); 
 

➢ At initial appearance (and arraignment) – VRCrP 46(a), 13 VSA § 7551(b), 13 VSA § 7554; 
 

➢ Upon failure to appear and issuance of a warrant - 13 VSA § 7551(b), 13 VSA § 7560a(a)(1); 
 

➢ After conviction and before sentencing – VRCrP 46(c), 13 VSA § 7574; 
 

➢ Probation violations – 28 VSA § 301(4)&(5); 
 

➢ Fugitives – 13 VSA § 4955-57; and, 
 

➢ Detention on a material witness warrant – 13 VSA § 6605. 
 

 

 
4 Source: Vermont Sentencing Commission, 2023.  
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VERMONT CRIME DATA 

➢ Per Rep. Martin LaLonde’s December 19, 20235 presentation to the House Committee on Appropriations and the 
Governor’s State of the State on January 4, 2024, upon a review of FBI Data (current through 2022) presented by CSG, 
crime is on the rise in Vermont. 
 

➢ SAS is currently prosecuting over 80 murder/attempted murder cases in Vermont courts. Murder and attempted 
murder cases have been filed and are pending in every county except Essex and Grand Isle. The complexity and 
seriousness of pending crimes in Vermont courts as well as the ongoing investigations relating to unsolved cases and 
cases yet to be charged are stretching SAS resources thin. As of 12/10/23, there were 211 pending cases under the 
following offense types: all forms of murder and attempted murder, including 1st, 2nd; manslaughter and attempts, 
death resulting, and agg assaults.  
 

➢ SAS is responding to multiple points of community crisis: a housing emergency leaving many people unhoused; 
community level crimes against property, businesses, cars, and persons; drug-related crime; increasing crime 
amongst younger offenders; domestic violence; child abuse; sexual assault; an overdose/opioid epidemic; increasing 
gun violence; and repeat offenders who fail to abide by court orders. Both low-level and serious crime are on the rise, 
and it is taking too long for cases to reach final disposition.  
 
 

 

 
5 See weblink here: Appropriations Public Safety Presentation (Rep. Martin LaLonde, 12/19/23). 

https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/WorkGroups/House%20Appropriations/FY%202024%20Budget%20Adjustment/December%20Meeting/W~Martin%20LaLonde~Appropriations%20Public%20Safety%20Presentation~12-19-2023.pdf
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Source. Rep. LaLonde 12/19/2023 Presentation to House Appropriations Committee.6 
 

 
 
 

 
6 W~Martin LaLonde~Appropriations Public Safety Presentation~12-19-2023.pdf. 

file:///C:/Users/timothy.lueders-dumo/OneDrive%20-%20State%20of%20Vermont/Desktop/W~Martin%20LaLonde~Appropriations%20Public%20Safety%20Presentation~12-19-2023.pdf
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Source. Rep. LaLonde 12/19/2023 Presentation to House Appropriations Committee. 
 

 

 
Source. Rep. LaLonde 12/19/2023 Presentation to House Appropriations Committee. 

 
Source. Rep. LaLonde 12/19/2023 Presentation to House Appropriations Committee. 
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Source. Rep. LaLonde 12/19/2023 Presentation to House Appropriations Committee. 

 

 
Source. Rep. LaLonde 12/19/2023 Presentation to House Appropriations Committee. 
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ILLINOIS PRETRIAL FAIRNESS ACT: HIGHLIGHTS CONCERNING DETENTION, 
ARRESTS WHILE AWAITING TRIAL, AND VCRS7

 

 
7 Source: Coalition to End Money Bond. (“Summary of Pretrial Fairness Act”). Post-Trailer PFA Summary (Policy Audience) - Google Docs; Key Materials - 
Seven Essiential Elements (pretrialfairness.org). 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jf3O7bDt-NKDOTPgrPHBzMhBIsq0n2F1M8KWJ9bGH9M/edit
https://pretrialfairness.org/media/justicenotfear/files/Seven_Essential_Elements_of_the_Pretrial_Fairness_Act.pdf
https://pretrialfairness.org/media/justicenotfear/files/Seven_Essential_Elements_of_the_Pretrial_Fairness_Act.pdf
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11/29/2023 -  

Introduced by 1 

Referred to Committee on  2 

Date:  3 

Subject: <Subject>  4 

Statement of purpose of bill as introduced:  This bill proposes to <Purpose> 5 

An act relating to <Title> 6 

It is hereby enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Vermont: 7 

8 

Sec. 1.  9 

13 V.S.A. § 7551(b) is amended to read: 10 

(b)(2) In the event that the court finds that imposing bail is necessary to 11 

mitigate risk of flight from prosecution for a person charged with a violation of 12 

a misdemeanor offense that is eligible for expungement pursuant to 13 

subdivision 7601(4)(A) of this title, the court may impose bail in the maximum 14 

amount of $200.00. The $200.00 limit shall not apply to an offense committed 15 

by a defendant who has been released pending trial for another offense.  16 

(3) This subsection shall not be construed to restrict the court's ability to17 

impose conditions on such persons to reasonably mitigate the risk of flight 18 

from prosecution or to reasonably protect the public in accordance with section 19 

7554 of this title. 20 

SAS EC / SAS EDO Draft for 
discussion purposes 
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Sec. 2 1 

13 V.S.A. § 7554(a)(1) is amended to read: 2 

… 3 

(1) The defendant shall be ordered released on personal recognizance or 4 

upon the execution of an unsecured appearance bond in an amount 5 

specified by the judicial officer unless the judicial officer determines 6 

that such a release will not reasonably mitigate the risk of flight from 7 

prosecution as required. In determining whether the defendant presents 8 

a risk of flight from prosecution, the judicial officer shall consider, in 9 

addition to any other factors, the seriousness of the offense charged, the 10 

number of offenses with which the person is charged, whether, at the 11 

time of the current offense or arrest, the person was on probation, 12 

parole or other release pending trial, sentencing, appeal or completion 13 

of sentence for an offense under federal, state or local law; the person’s 14 

noncompliance with court orders and failures to appear at court 15 

hearings. If the officer determines that the defendant presents a risk of 16 

flight from prosecution, the officer shall, either in lieu of or in addition 17 

to the methods of release in this section, impose the least restrictive of 18 

the following conditions or the least restrictive combination of the 19 

following conditions that will reasonably mitigate the risk of flight of 20 

the defendant as required: 21 

Lueders-Dumont, Timothy
Perhaps could be worded differently, but the point here is that if someone has ongoing supervision &/OR has other pending criminal exposure - that this should be something courts consider.

Lueders-Dumont, Timothy
This reference SHOULD hopefully cover/include Violations of Conditions of Release as well as other instances of noncompliance with court orders (e.g., VAPOs/RFAs etc.)
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… 1 

(B) Place restrictions on the travel, or association or place of abode of the 2 

defendant during the period of release. 3 

… 4 

(F) Impose any other condition found reasonably necessary to mitigate the risk 5 

of flight from prosecution as required, including a condition requiring that the 6 

defendant return to custody after specified hours. 7 

… 8 

(2) If the judicial officer determines that the conditions or release imposed 9 

to mitigate the risk of flight from prosecution will not reasonably 10 

protect the public, the judicial officer may impose in addition the least 11 

restrictive of the following conditions or the least restrictive 12 

combination of the following conditions that will reasonably ensure the 13 

protection of the public: 14 

… 15 

Sec. 3. 16 

13 V.S.A. § 7576(9) is amended to read: 17 

“Flight from prosecution” means any action or behavior undertaken by a 18 

person charged with a criminal offense to avoid court proceedings which shall 19 

include noncompliance with court orders and failures to appear at court 20 

hearings. 21 

Lueders-Dumont, Timothy
There are several of these that should reflect the definition so this technical drafting should be Leg Counsel's job.

Lueders-Dumont, Timothy
Again, this definition SHOULD hopefully cover/include Violations of Conditions of Release as well as other instances of noncompliance with court orders (e.g., VAPOs/RFAs etc.)
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 1 

Sec. X.  EFFECTIVE DATE 2 

This act shall take effect on August 1, 2024. 3 
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